Establishment and characterization of cisplatin-resistant sublines of the human squamous carcinoma cell line HLac 79.
Though various chemotherapy protocols lead to considerable response rates in squamous cell head and neck cancer (SCHNC), the overgrowth of a tumor cell phenotype which no longer responds to clinically achievable drug concentrations regularly impairs definite tumor control. In order to investigate mechanisms of drug resistance towards one of the most active agents in SCHNC we established four Cisplatin (CDDP)-resistant sublines (DDP1-DDP4) of the recloned human SCHNC cell line HLac 79. The 50% inhibitory drug concentration (IC50) of CDDP as determined by the colorimetric MTT-assay was increased by the factors 2.7 (DDP1), 3.3 (DDP2), 5.1 (DDP3), and 6.4 (DDP4) in the respective sublines. Three subpopulations contained significantly elevated glutathione (GSH) levels by the factors 1.4 (DDP3), 1.7 (DDP2), and 2.4 (DDP4) compared to the maternal line (50.2 nM/mg protein). DDP4 showed increased activity of gamma-glutamyl-transpeptidase (1.83 vs. 1.21 mU/mg protein), and DDP2 and DDP4 showed increased activity of GSH-S-transferase (35.6 and 51.9 vs. 25.1 mU/mg protein). Concerning both GSH-peroxidase and GSH-reductase no significant differences between the HLac 79 subpopulations were observed. Intracellular CDDP accumulation determined by neutron activation analysis revealed reduced drug uptake in DDP3 and DDP4 (60% and 76% of control value).